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gestures articulated by people with low vision. Our main goal
in this work was to improve the classification performance
of state-of-the-art gesture recognizers for touch gestures produced by people with low vision. However, it is interesting
to evaluate how $P+ performs on other gestures. To find that
out, we repeated our recognition experiment for gestures articulated by people without visual impairments using the same
conditions as before (320,000 recognition trials). We found
that $P+ delivered higher recognition accuracy than $P (98.3%
versus 95.9%, Z(N=192) =8.990, p<.001) with an overall gain
of +2.4% and a medium effect size (r=.459). Friedman tests
showed statistically significant effects of the number of train2
ing participants (χ(3,N=48)
=88.841, p<.001) and the num2
=81.377,
ber of training samples per gesture type (χ(3,N=48)
p<.001) on the recognition rates delivered by $P+ for gestures
produced by people without visual impairments. These results
suggest that our algorithmic improvements in the design of
the $P+ recognizer are likely to find applications for other
user populations as well, but we leave the confirmation of this
hypothesis as well as follow-up explorations for future work.
GESTURE DATASET

The lack of public gesture datasets for people with visual
impairments motivated us to release our gesture dataset in the
community. Our dataset, composed of 2445 gesture samples
of 12 distinct gesture types collected from 20 participants
(10 participants with low vision), can be downloaded from
http://www.eed.usv.ro/~vatavu and used for free for
research purposes. By publicly releasing this dataset, we
hope to foster new developments in gesture recognition and
assistive touch gesture input techniques for people with low
vision, advancing scientific knowledge in the community.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We evaluated in this work the recognition accuracy of stateof-the-art gesture recognizers based on the Nearest-Neighbor
approach for gestures produced by people with low vision,
for which we observed an average error rate of 22.5%. By
carefully analyzing gesture articulations, we made key observations that informed algorithmic improvements in the core
design of the $P point-cloud gesture recognizer. The new
recognizer iteration, $P+, increased accuracy for gestures produced by people with low vision up to 98.2% (error rate 1.8%).
Our contributions will help make touch interfaces more accessible to people with low vision, enabling them to use gestures
that are recognized as accurately as gestures produced by people without visual impairments, removing thus the unnecessary
gap in recognition accuracy between the two groups.
Future work will evaluate the performance of other, more
sophisticated machine learning approaches for touch gesture
recognition. A comparison between the “$-family of gesture recognizers” [2,3,27,46,59], invented for their ease of implementation and portability across languages and platforms,
and standard machine learning approaches, such as statistical
classifiers, HMMs, SVMs, neural networks, and deep learning [13,41,54,55], has been long overdue in the community.
Running such comparison evaluations can be easily facilitated
by large gesture training sets, readily available with gesture
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synthesis [24,25]. Future work will explore such interesting
directions in order to extend our knowledge about designing
robust gesture recognizers for efficient touch and gesture input
for people with all abilities.
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APPENDIX A: PSEUDOCODE

We present in this section minimal pseudocode for $P+ based
on the $P pseudocode from Vatavu et al. [46] (p. 280). For
space concerns, we only list the parts of $P that we updated.
Complete pseudocode for $P+ as well as C# and JavaScript
implementations are available at http://www.eed.usv.ro/
~vatavu. In the following, P OINT is a structure that exposes
x and y coordinates, the stroke ID, and the normalized turning
angle θ . P OINTS is a list of points and T EMPLATES a list of
P OINTS with gesture class data.
$P+R ECOGNIZER (P OINTS C, T EMPLATES templates)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

n ← 32
N ORMALIZE(C, n)
score ← ∞
for all T in templates do
N ORMALIZE(T , n) // should be pre-processed
d ← min (C LOUD -D ISTANCE(C, T ), C LOUD -D ISTANCE(T,C))
if score > d then
score ← d
result ← T
return hresult, scorei

C LOUD -D ISTANCE (P OINTS C, P OINTS T , int n)
1: matched ← new bool[n]
2: sum ← 0
3: // match points from cloud C with points from T ; one-to-many matchings allowed
4: for i = 1 to n do
5:
min ← ∞
6:
for j = 1 to n do
7:
d ← P OINT-D ISTANCE(Ci , T j )
8:
if d < min then
9:
min ← d
10:
index ← j
11:
matched[index] ← true
12:
sum ← sum + min
13: // match remaining points T with points from C; one-to-many matchings allowed
14: for all j such that not matched[ j] do
15:
min ← ∞
16:
for i = 1 to n do
17:
d ← P OINT-D ISTANCE(Ci , T j )
18:
if d < min then min ← d
19:
sum ← sum + min
20: return sum
P OINT-D ISTANCE (P OINT a, P OINT b)

1
2
1: return (a.x − b.x)2 + (a.y − b.y)2 + (a.θ − b.θ )2
N ORMALIZE (P OINTS points, int n)
1:
2:
3:
4:

points ← R ESAMPLE(points, n)
S CALE(points)
T RANSLATE - TO -O RIGIN(points, n)
C OMPUTE -N ORMALIZED -T URNING -A NGLES(points, n)

C OMPUTE -N ORMALIZED -T URNING -A NGLES (P OINT C, int n)
1: C1.θ ← 0, Cn.θ ← 0
2: for i = 2 to n − 1 do


!
(Ci+1.x −Ci.x )·(Ci.x −Ci−1.x )+ Ci+1.y −Ci.y · Ci.y −Ci−1.y
3:
Ci.θ ← π1 arccos
kCi+1 −Ci k·kCi −Ci−1 k
4: return

